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Ace Toronto Notes
“Different Types of Feelings & Attractions” Discussion – March 19, 2017

 14 people present
 Reading of respect guidelines (https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/)

 What is the difference between romantic and sexual attraction?
◦ as a kid, assumed that difference between romantic and non-romtic attraction, relationships, etc. was

sexual attraction and sex; then realized wait, that doesn't make a sense 
▪ having a dating relationship and knowing what it's like to have (romantic) feelings for someone 

and still not wanting to have sex
▪ there has to be a difference between romantic and non-romantic feelings & relationships that 

isn't sex or about sexual feelings
◦ but what is the concrete definition of “romantic” attraction or relationship?
◦ what makes certain relationships different from other ones?

▪ one personal impression: different levels of physical affection
▪ one person's impression: prioritized first if it's a romantic relationship in the sense of the 

relationship becomes romantic when it gets important/close enough
 possibly related to being demiromantic

▪ But...some relationships can be deeply intimate without being romantic
 and clearly some people have “romantic” relationships that are not especially close or 

important to them

 Physical intimacy, affection and touching
◦ physical acts can “feel” different depending on the context/meaning, even if the physical actions 

themselves are the same
▪ e.g., a hug can be “sexual” (and therefore uncomfortable for someone who's not comfortable 

with sexual stuff) or completely not sexual (and possibly quite comfortable for someone who's 
not comfortable with sexual stuff)

▪ holding hands can have sexual connotations or romantic connotations, but doesn't have to be 
either of those things
 when you're in a crowd, you may casually hold hands (with friends) with no romantic or 

sexual implications
▪ some physicality, even non-sexual, may be unwelcome, like facial kisses from family members

 different cultural contexts for meanings of acts like kissing and hugging (e.g., hugging a much 
more intimate act in Quebec, vs. kissing on cheeks is just a casual & common thing vs. here in
Toronto where hugs are more common and kissing tends to be more intimate)

 Is romance specific to life partners?
◦ some people can be life partners without being romantic
◦ and some people can be romantic without being life partners
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 there will not be a single criterion or set of criteria or conditions to identify or define all romantic 
relationships (no definition or no set of necessary or sufficient conditions will work for everyone)
◦ it will be different for different people
◦ there's demi-romanticism where someone needs intimacy (e.g., platonic friendship) before any 

romantic feelings develop (possibly for years before any romantic feelings)
◦ someone expressed interest in a marriage where their partner would reside in a separate bedroom
◦ is a sexual attraction romantic in itself? (not necessarily because some people have strictly sexual 

feelings and relationships, e.g., “friends with benefits”)
◦ people have different ideas of what romantic attraction means to them and what “romantic 

relationships” are
▪ someone once thought that they experienced romantic desire because they had physical 

symptoms of anxiety; then considered maybe it was just anxiety
▪ one person once mistook caffeination for feeling in (romantic) love (then realised it was just extra

caffeine causing the feelings that weren't there later on)
 some have experienced intense fondness for someone that can be mistaken by themselves  or others as 

romantic
 complicated territory... and it's not always clear either

◦ aromantic spectrum is complex (e.g., greyromanticism, demiromanticism, other stuff)
◦ labels like “WTFromantic / quoiromantic” for when the concept of romantic orientation doesn't apply

or make sense; or for when someone experiences romantic attraction but in an unclear way; or for 
when the distinction between “romantic” and “non-romantic” kinds of attraction is just not useful

 “love at first sight”
◦ that instant sense of connection that some happy couples describe

▪ is that just luck and it was just physical attraction that turned out well due to chance?
▪ or is it altering one's memory of the past, embellishing remembrances??

 what is the role of memory in intimacy?
◦ romance -- memory can be highly selective in choosing what's best or what's worst or adding in 

themes and recurring patterns that weren't actually there
◦ romance is often prioritized by society as the most gratifying relationship possible, but that's often 

that's not the case

 amatonormativity / societal focus on and prioritising romantic relationships and structuring society 
around (nuclear families based in marriage, presumably based on) romantic love
◦ sometimes a concern that a close friend might want something sexual 
◦ some people describe an interest in romantic relationships in the abstract but not in the actual 

specifics and the experience of romantic attraction/desire goes away when actually starting a 
romantic relationship
▪ terms like lithromantic (from “stone”-- like stone butch-- originated from lesbian context) or 

akoiromantic (an alternative word meaning the same thing-- from the Greek prefix “koi” meaning
“shared / in common”)

◦ media assumption / depiction that romances are the strongest relationships you can possibly have
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◦ many people are, despite many excellent friendships, dis-satisfied at lacking a sexual/romantic 
relationship
▪ sometimes for reasons of personal desiring (with is constructed at least to some degree)
▪ sometimes for reasons of feeling patholosied or pressured directly from family or other society or

treated as deficient or “unworthy” without a (long-term / monogamous) romantic relationship
▪ sometimes for practical reasons because lacking intimacy and commitment in a social context 

where those things are only “allowed” or “permitted” from romantic partnerships and not 
friendships (or are “temporary” in friendships until someone ditches you for a dating partner)

◦ some at younger ages had an expectation of a romantic relationship and when lacking one that meets
that expectation, they feel dejected

◦ irritation with the idea that a life is wasted due to the lack of a romantic relationship -- that's simply 
not true!

◦ there's a lot of legal and social structures around romantic love: spouses are granted hospital 
visitation rights, health care and taxes are allotted and arranged

◦ often, drive to do romantic relationship stems from the desire to reproduce / have children
▪ (family) expectations that someone will get married by a certain age, which is based in a previous 

generation of parents having been married at that point (and wanting / feeling entitled to 
grandchildren)

◦ some animals will pair up in order to share resources, while others do not
◦ everyone in the room has faced the claim that their divergence from the perceived default is 

"unnatural"

 Focus on social allotment of resources
◦ there is no valid moral argument against polygamy but clearly objections from a resource-structural 

perspective focused on monogamous marriage (e.g., system for inheritance, etc.)
◦ if only specific social structures like health care and inheritance weren't legally attached marriage and

were just accessible to everyone on the basis of humanity!
▪ this would remove the state's role in deciding who can and can't be married and what privileges 

are restricted to those who are married, and it would remove the state's role in regulating 
intimate relationships

▪ the absurdity of a utalitarian vision of humanity that exists to support pre-existing power 
structures that ostracize people who don't care for those specific definitions

 Social consequences of not doing / rejecting romantic relationships
◦ as individuals reject the idea of partnering romantically, they sometimes find themselves craving an 

intimacy that the people around them may be ill-equipped to offer
◦ at a certain age, people may lose interest in investing in non-romantic relationships
◦ some have had friends who paired off romantically and then lost interest in non-romantic 

relationships
◦ some have close friends who are in romantic relationships
◦ it can be hard to find friends who are willing to put in the effort to maintain the relationship and see 

each other when life creates distance
◦ issues when someone's friends and romantic partner don't get along
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▪ social expectation that friends' patterns should be welcome when spending time
▪ partners giving ultimatums for cutting contact with friends they don't like = red flag for abuse 

(and it isolates someone from their friends, even if there isn't anything else abusive and 
controlling in the relationship)

 What keeps people engaged in a romantic relationship? what's the reason for continuing to spend time
together?
◦ there's an initial phase of attraction... where the reason for the attraction is not (or might not be) the 

same as the reason why the romance continues
◦ someone expressed how they're sometimes attracted to a talent
◦ compatibility of interests can drive an attraction and determine whether the relationship continues
◦ for some, attraction is irrelevant while compatibility is vital

▪ the interaction is effective and pleasing even though their interests and preferences were 
mismatched

▪ some see compatibility more in terms of are circumstances of the two people a good match (e.g., 
values and goals of how you want to live your life)

▪ a shared sense of humour where two people have the ability to regard life with levity and fun 
together

▪ that sense of being comfortable with someone that you don't need to maintain your public self, 
you can be your private self
 the things you might conceal from most people, you'd share with someone more intimate
 it can be a testament to how close you feel with someone

 some characteristics can instantly make attraction impossible (or very difficult)
◦ some describe having bad memories of someone, and any new people who trigger these bad 

memories through physical resemblance or even the same name can be uncomfortable to be around 
(even if it's irrational)
▪ e.g., someone who can't date someone with the same name as their mother (no matter how 

awesome they are); 
▪ e.g., someone who has had consistently bad experiences with someone of a particular name 

being immediately wary of someone with the same name; 
▪ e.g., someone with the same physical features of mannerisms as someone else might invoke 

memories of that person even if it's irrational (and something that can be worked through)
◦ bad first impressions might be very difficult to overcome (or might not be motivated to give someone 

a change to get to know them if you have a very bad first impression)

 the idea of "the one" / “one true love”
◦ that romantic attraction is exclusive and predestined (which posits supernatural forces to justify this 

social construct
◦ and given the global population and the dispersal of the population, it's unlikely that any one 

person's 'one' is within the same geographical locale or even historical period (without supernatural 
intervention)
▪ some people do believe in supernatural intervention for “the one” (e.g., for religious reasons)
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◦ there is no “the one” (or “1”) -- everyone you meet is a 0.8 or a 0.7 or whatever and the question is 
who are you willing to round up to be "the one"
▪ romantic relationships (or any partnership) as intentional where people make choices and put in 

effort to build and maintain the relationship
 it doesn't “just happen magically”

▪ a “1” vs. “the one” gets rid of mandate of monogamy
▪ also, if someone is a 0.2, it doesn't mean you can't date, but it might take a lot of work

 dating while asexual and/or not wanting to have sex
◦ at what point do you tell a potential romantic partner that you're never going to have sex with them?
◦ this is one of the advantages of online dating; to be up front about these things

▪ how many dating sites allow you to register as asexual?
◦ there are some aces who want to have sex and there are non-aces who don't want to have sex

▪ why is the onus on the asexual (or the person who doesn't want to have sex) to negotiate the 
arrangement?
 Implicit (and sometimes explicit) expectation that romantic relationships will involve sex or 

something sexual eventually
◦ entitlement to sexual access for a romantic partner
◦ But a consent culture wouldn't make that assumption and everyone would have to bring 

up the idea of what kinds of interactions are wanted in a relationship without any 
assumptions about rights to access a partner's body (or energy or whatever) in a 
particular way
▪ and then the onus wouldn't be on someone who wants to “opt out” of what is 

typically expected/demanded... it would be on anyone who wants to do things

 Dealing with non-aces...
◦ "How do you know you don't want to have sex if you never have?"
◦ asexuality once confused with virginity
◦ this irksome sense that aces have a responsibility to disclose (especially in romantic relationship 

contexts)
◦ practical necessity of explaining because so many misconceptions and unfounded assumptions

 Negotiating physicality
◦ conversations often necessary about what level of physicality works for both people (not necessarily 

limited to romantic relationships, but more often expected in romantic relationships)
◦ one person talked about a very positive relationship where their partner asked what they were 

comfortable with and what the boundaries needed to be
◦ some people use checklists with various things listed, but those have their problems too

▪ as saying no 47 times can be coercive
▪ people can change over time
▪ lots of uncertainty when it comes to things people have never done

 discussions of consent 
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◦ can / should couples request consent for every instance of physical contact?
▪ Some argued emphatically yes
▪ society considers this “not romantic”

◦ is this different from romantic relationships vs. friendships? (not really)
▪ Different types of physical contact typically expected in those relationships

 consent important for things like hugs, but consent doesn't necessarily need to be explicit 
verbal consent
◦ e.g., opening arms to indicate wanting to hug someone (and waiting to see if they open 

their arms too, and then you go to hug)
▪ but also possible situations where people don't feel comfortable refusing (because of

coerce social or interpersonal context)
◦ surprise hugs... for people who have established beforehand that they really like surprise 

hugs
◦ many cultures have certain aspects of physical interaction where consent isn't requested, especially 

within families and might be offensive
▪ interactions specific to cultural etiquette (feeding people, hugs, kisses) can be mistaken as 

romantic overtures 

 Divorce...
◦ the idea that the divorce rate is rising indicates social strife could easily be considered a positive sign 

that people are ending unhappy relationships
▪ positive thing if relationships & commitment are supposed to be voluntary (but that kind of 

contradicts the idea of marriage as a contract with the state)
◦ would that raising children were not a role exclusively assigned to nuclear family structures

▪ possible to raise children in other family structures, intentional communities, extended families, 
friendship pairs/groups, etc.

▪ there is this extremist view that marriage is a barometer of social and economic problems (as 
opposed to the idea that people are focused on marriage and the “breakdown of the nuclear 
family” because that's tied to financial and capitalistic concerns)
 stereotypes and demonisation of single parents
 maybe 1 or 2 adults is not enough to raise children-- need many more adults (who might or 

might not be involved with anyone romantically, let alone with each other)
 breakdown of marriages tied to financial instability (especially for women and children)

◦ because social structure gives rights and advantages to married people that it doesn't 
give to people who aren't married... so there are losses when marriages break up

 glorification of marriage part of maintaining the social structure based on nuclear families as 
consumer unit.


